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幼stract

則0 Manoeuvr油ility S伽伽rd is adopted 泊 2002 to eliminate poor manoeu町並g ships. This s蜘dard is based 
on one of au·也.or and his co-authors’ research works done in late 1970 to early 1980s. Helntroduces the 

background of也e work. Then也e mathematical model for ship mano即vrab巡ty組d也e captive and企·ee

running model 旬S包めr ship manoeuvrability 釘e also explained. So-called MMG model is developed血Jap組

also 泊1980s. It is now widely adopted and reco伊ised 泊Korea and China, too. The位。，ng feature of也is

model comp町ed wi也 so・called Abkowi包model,which is still pop·叫釘担Europe and也e U.S., is也.etr関加ent of

in白raction between也e h叫l(s），也e propell叫s) and the rudder(s). He was, at也at time, one of也e youngest 
me幼ers of也isMMG(Ma也matical Model Group in Japanese Society of Naval Architec包）組d it w錨也.e top 

period也Japanese shipb凶iding inch旭町y. All major shipy.訂ds as well as universities have ∞凶加C旬d towing 

tanks and manou官泊g and/or o爺hore basins. Recently some commercial αD tools 釘e also eligibleぬbe

∞邸id1釘吋 鍋 a tool to estimate池ip mano印有ability. Mostly 泊many Asian countries，也.ey use也.ese tools, 

民cause they don’t have towing tanks or manoeuvring basins, which Is necessary to estimate so-called 
hydrodynamic derivatives used加也e mathematical model

，
叫曲ough也.ere are some empiric剖forDl'叫ae to 

胡imate御瓜As for the control, he is one of the pioneers to engage in autonomous surface ship project which 

忌now one of hottest trend mainly in Europe. He has established automatic collision avoidance system and 

automatic 臨時hing system in 1990s. He has reproduced marine tra伺c flow of mo抗busy wate附·ays such as 

Tokyo Bay, Malacca/Sing apore Stral包and o仔Shanghai a陀a to utlize for the safety assessment. AIS bas also 

mandatory regula·旬d to be ins旬lled over 300 tonnage ocean-go泊g ship血2004 to make effective ship-to-s.副p

and ship-to岨.ore communication which improve ship s時ty. He worked for也is new sys飽m, too. Several 

R記arches and ac制ties related to AIS are also加。duced. 間0 Manoeuvrab巡ty S加伽d and AIS are 

effective for ship 飽食ty, however柑H may ship acciden飽occ町 due to ship collision and stranding. Ship sa島：ty

issu鎚 伺nnot be solved only by ship manoeuvrぬ泌.ty nor by naviga世.onal aids, but also by組組ng泊.to account 

of its control,human factors組d也e sys旬m including society. He finally demons回tes也e in司portance of也e

m伺rch on safety and its implemen制on to也e real world. 


